...to pot
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Mafia grass. Getting unexpected hits at half bald hausman say was okay with me because they have nothing with something you don't know about. Getting a price for it you just can't throw it? Might be Mafia heroin in it, to put a monkey on your back. Remember maybe two years back, grass supposedly could make you more creative, a better person, etc. ad nauseam? The grass went to the suburbs along with bellbottoms and freak shirts, long hair and all the rest but mostly people just stayed ad nauseam. Only now they had a new toy: drugs.

Marijuana was never that great and I think it's been taboo for way too long. Good sometimes and it's opened doors, but ah, the bummers! the paranoid creeps, when you think the river is asking you to state with her! or alternatively, the withdrawal, as the world retreats from you and you from it, you a blob in the corner when it takes three days to come down/ or you get muscle cramps, like a puppet on a string/ the screams and cries... that's a goodie/ the marijuana spinning in your head/ then there was the work of total loss of ability to concent-

rate/ all of which is why I'm smoking less and enjoying it more.

Or in other words, there is more to it, still, than we get in the press and the limited research reports. But this is only a warning, not a condemnation, and the other side of the coin is:

Five years, possession.

Ten years, sale.

And that's a long time for playing with yourself. (That, however, is a crime for another time.) Playing, that is, with your own mind. The laws are too harsh, true, but it is difficult to say what legalization could do. If Brown & Williamson starts pushing "Acapulco Gold 100's" tomorrow, will we discover in twenty years that marijuana smoking over a period of years causes cancer, where there are still too many unknowns to release marijuana to the ministerings of Madison Avenue. Perhaps it ought to be legalized with a ban on advertising and strict penal-

ties for sale to minors. Certainly. We do not want to add millions of "marijuancie" to the five mil-

lion alcoholics in this country. And out of the one word "points, it's nice to know we're no longer alone.

...to ski... or not to ski...

That is the question! And up till now, you've probably said, "Alas, too expensive."

At Waterville Valley, we have special week day rates: $6.00 per day for mid-week skiing - all season long except holidays and vacations.

An easy drive... Only 215 hours from Boston on interstate highways. A great way to get away from the pressure in the middle of the week... when there are no ski lifts. Skiing for beginner to expert.


Relax and Divert

CAMPUS CUE

Pocket Billiards

"Great for a Date"

590 Commonwealth Ave.

Opposite 8 U. Tower

NOW AT YOUR LOCAL SUPERMARKET, PACKAGE OR WINE STORE.

I know the way home with my eyes closed"

Then you know the way too well. Because driving an old familiar route can make you drowsy, even if you've had plenty of sleep. If that happens on your way home for Christmas, pull over, take a break and take two NoDoz®. It'll help you drive home with your eyes open.

NoDoz. No car should be without it.

Letters
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Suffer the logical consequences of their actions; i.e., retaliatory force to police. Now let's stop this. Consider what happens if the police do not coin in immedia-

tely. For the innocent, the con-

sequences are: disrupted classes,

freedom, and a growing sense of fear hanging over the heads of the guilty. The conse-

quences are: press coverage, a controversy, often beyond your control of the situation, access to secret files, etc., and the opportunity to destroy. In short, procrastination in calling the police can only hurt the innocent community and reward the guilty; it serves to encourage future escalated act of violence.

This is why I was shocked by your statement in the report: "our responsible concern for the unity and the future of the MIT community required us to solve our problem, if possible, without bringing the police on campus." What responsible concern for unity and the future of the community allowed to get away with acts of violence, destruction, and disruption — not even for one hour. Why is the MIT "community" not a group of individuals dedicated to the rational pursuit of knowledge? Anyone who en-

joys poverty of mind is going to be arrested. Only now he knows that intended by its supporters. There was considerable confu-

sion before the demonstrators moved to the Student Center at MIT. Some are born tinkerers; most work with no supervision, only with a soldering iron, not often with a pencil. But they are not

achieve the ultimate in reliability and performance.

Maxwell's equations and a high-speed switching circuit.
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